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Abstract

The objective of this study was to investigate the knot holding capacity (KHC) of pattern starting and ending square, surgeon’s and Aberdeen knots each tied in 4 throw combinations using either 2USP polydioxanone or 3USP polyglactin 910 after exposure to media commonly found in equine abdominal surgery. An In vitro mechanical study was performed.

Strands of 2USP polydioxanone or 3USP polyglactin 910 were exposed to one of four media for 15 minutes. The control suture strands remained dry. The media used included a balanced electrolyte solution, 1% sodium carboxymethylcellulose, equine serum or equine fat. Pattern starting knots and pattern ending knots were loaded to failure in a linear fashion on a materials testing machine to determine KHC.

Start knots tied using either suture exposed to media and end knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions. No increases in KHC were seen with either suture material used to tie start knots over 5 throws and end knots over 6 throws when suture was exposed to media. Pattern ending surgeon’s knots tied using media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than the same dry knots with 5 and 6 throws. Pattern ending square knots tied using media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than the same dry knots at 5
throws. Aberdeen knots tied with either media exposed 2USP polydioxanone or 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than their equivalent dry knots. Aberdeen knots had a superior KHC, while requiring less suture than both surgeon’s and square knots.

Media exposure either had no effect on KHC, or significantly improved the KHC of all the knots investigated. The most suitable start knot for a continuous pattern closure of the equine linea alba is the surgeon’s knot tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910, with 5 throws. Aberdeen knots tied using media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 with 3 throws and 1 turn are recommended to end the continuous suture pattern.
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Introduction

Ventral midline celiotomy

Surgical exploration of the equine abdomen is often performed with the horse in dorsal recumbency and the approach to the abdomen made through a ventral midline incision. In most instances the incision is approximately 20 cm in length, starting 5 cm cranial to the umbilicus and directed toward the xiphoid.\(^1\) When accurately performed skin, subcutaneous tissue and linea alba are transected.\(^2\) The linea alba consists of the median fibrous raphe of the external and internal abdominal oblique muscles as well as the transverse abdominal muscle aponeurosis.\(^3\) At its cranial aspect the linea alba measure 3mm thick, however, it thickens as it courses caudally reaching approximately 10mm.\(^4\) Due to its fibrous composition, the linea alba acts as the holding layer when the equine abdomen is closed. Its closure must be able to withstand all the pressures exerted by the abdominal contents during anesthetic recovery as well as a period of cyclic loading that lasts 8 weeks as the patient remains on restricted activity during the recovery and healing period.\(^5\)

There are numerous reasons that abdominal surgery through a ventral midline incision would be performed in the horse. Abdominal exploration of the abdominal organs in the diagnosis and treatment of colic is one of the most common indications. Between 1.4 to 10% of colic cases require surgical intervention.\(^6,7\) Other indications include, surgical intervention of the urogenital system as well as the removal of abdominal masses and the acquisition of intestinal biopsies.
Incisional complications

Incisional complications are of particular concern when they pertain to the equine ventral abdomen. Types of incisional complications include edema, drainage, infection, suture sinus formation, herniation and dehiscence. Complete incisional dehiscence can result in eventration of the abdominal contents thereby drastically reducing the patients prognosis. Fortunately this particular complication is rare with rates of complete dehiscence following a ventral midline approach ranging from 1% to 3%. However overall rates of incisional complications range from 7.4% to 40%. Incisional drainage has been reported in 32% to 36% of cases and is considered to be indicative of incisional infection, it has also been correlated with the occurrence of more severe incisional complications such as hernia formation. Hernia formation has been reported to range from 6% to 17%.

Certain risk factors have been identified with respect to the development of incisional complications in the equine colic patient. Horses that present in a more deteriorated condition particularly with a high heart rate, increased total plasma protein, endotoxemia or an increased peritoneal fluid fibrinogen concentration are more likely to suffer incisional complications. Horses in which a two layer closure, consisting of just linea alba and skin, was performed were less likely (18.7%) to develop incisional suppuration than horses in which a three layer closure, which included the subcutaneous layer, was performed (23.9%)(P=0.262). Surgical procedures in which the gastrointestinal tract is opened, such as enterotomies, colotomies and resections have been strongly shown to increase the likelihood of incisional complications. Dissection of the linea alba in order to increase
the accuracy of and reduce the inclusion of redundant tissue in the closure bites is also more likely to lead to incisional complications.\textsuperscript{13} The duration of the surgical procedure has also been shown to be related to the rate of incisional complications with longer procedures being more likely to have complications.\textsuperscript{21} Incisional contamination during anesthetic recovery is also more likely to result in incisional complications.\textsuperscript{22} However, the most significant risk factor is repeat laparotomy. Patients in which the abdomen has to be re-entered for further exploration have been shown to be twice as likely to suffer from post-operative incisional complications.\textsuperscript{9}

Incisional complications play a large role in the postoperative morbidity and mortality and are a major cause of nonfatal complications following colic surgery in the horse.\textsuperscript{6} The presence of suture material in surgical wounds has been shown to increase the tissues susceptibility to infection, with even the most inert non absorbable sutures eliciting some degree of reaction.\textsuperscript{23} At the time of this thesis no verifiable link has been established between infection and the type or amount of suture material used, however the literature advises surgeons to close the linea alba with a minimally reactive suture material.\textsuperscript{9} It follows that reducing the amount of foreign material placed within an incision line will reduce the inflammatory reaction of the tissue. Studies have shown that simple continuous patterns not only have higher bursting strengths they contain less suture material and less knots than interrupted patterns.\textsuperscript{24,25} The amount of suture material used in the continuous pattern has been optimized for the equine linea alba.\textsuperscript{24,26} Self-locking knots have been shown both in large and small gauge suture material to exhibit superior knot security to the standard square and surgeon’s knots currently employed in equine linea alba closure while also requiring
less suture material to construct.\textsuperscript{27-29} Recent work by this laboratory investigated the self-locking Aberdeen knot’s performance using large gauge suture in dry conditions.\textsuperscript{27} By exposing Aberdeen knots to media commonly found in the equine abdominal surgical field, this study aims to verify our previous work while providing more data to support the use of these knots in a clinical setting.
Literature Review

**Suture materials used in large animal surgery**

Suture materials that are used in large animal surgery include both absorbable and non-absorbable suture materials. These materials can then be made in either a monofilament or braided multifilament form. The range of options of suture material available to the large animal surgeon initiates the question of which is the most appropriate option for a given situation. In determining the answer a large amount of published information has arisen. Today’s large animal surgeon has a wealth of literature to draw upon and so can make an educated, informed as well as evidence based choice.

**Monofilament**

Large gauge monofilament suture materials include glycomer 631, polyglytone 6211, polyglyconate, poliglecaprone, surgical steel, nylon, polyester, polypropylene and polybutester. Of these glycomer 631, polyglytone 6211, polydioxanone, polyglyconate and poliglecaprone are absorbable monofilament sutures. Monofilament suture materials generally have high material memory meaning that they resist being formed into new shapes. This generally means that they have poor knot security and therefore require several throws resulting in a bulky knot in order to achieve tissue apposition. When these materials are subjected to bending, twisting and clamping, the outer core can be damaged, which will alter the mechanical properties of the material and act as a
point of stress concentration within the strand.\textsuperscript{1} The suture material employed in equine linea alba closure is subjected to rough handling and clamping, both manually and with instruments.\textsuperscript{6}

Although monofilament sutures do not stand up well to rough handling and have high material memory they have a lower coefficient of friction than multifilament suture materials.\textsuperscript{31} This results in the material exuding less tissue drag.\textsuperscript{30} In comparison to multifilament materials monofilament suture materials exhibit a reduced tissue reaction as well as a reduced risk of infection.\textsuperscript{30} Despite these attributes non-absorbable monofilament suture materials are rarely used in closure of the linea alba as they are associated with suture abscesses and sinus formation.\textsuperscript{32} As the diameter of a monofilament suture increases so does the materials strength and stiffness.\textsuperscript{31,33} Generally due to commercial availability large gauge absorbable monofilament suture materials are popular for linea alba closure, outside of the United States, with 2USP and 7USP polydioxanone being widely used.\textsuperscript{10} Although not a synthetic polymer, surgical steel is monofilament and can be employed in closure of the equine linea alba. Although difficult to handle surgical steel does not wick, has excellent tensile strength and knot security; as a result is suitable for use in situations in which the surgeon may be combatting an infectious process such as re-laparotomy through an infected ventral midline incision.\textsuperscript{1,34,35}
**Multifilament**

Large gauge absorbable multifilament suture materials include surgical gut, polyglactin 910, polyglycolic acid and braided lactomer. Large gauge non absorbable multifilament suture materials include silk and polycaprolactam.\(^{30}\) Of these suture materials, 2USP and 3USP polyglactin 910 are the most commonly employed suture materials when closing the equine linea alba.\(^{6,14,36}\) 3USP polyglactin 910 is currently the largest gauge multifilament suture material available in the United States, however 6USP polyglactin is available in Canada and Europe.\(^{4,10}\)

Multifilament suture materials cause higher tissue drag than monofilament suture materials. Due to their braided structure they provide crevices that can harbor bacteria out of the reach of the host immune system and systemically administered antibacterial drugs.\(^{4}\) Polyglactin 910 has been associated with a higher rate of incisional complications following ventral midline celiotomy when compared with similar gauge monofilament variants.\(^{19}\) Polyglycolic acid has previously demonstrated superior breaking strength to polyglactin 910 in dry, ex vivo conditions, however no in vivo evidence has been reported to this affect.\(^{4}\)

Braided suture materials have a higher tensile strength than monofilament suture materials of the same gauge.\(^{37}\) They are also less susceptible to rough handling, have less material memory making them easier to handle, and are less elastic than monofilament suture materials.\(^{4}\) Multifilament suture materials also generally demonstrate better knot security
than monofilament suture materials with this knot security increasing with the increasing diameter of the material used.\textsuperscript{33,38}

**Coated suture**

Both monofilament and multifilament suture materials are coated with different materials in order to augment the properties of the suture material. Common coatings applied to suture materials include antimicrobial formulas and lubricants.

Antimicrobial coatings are applied with the aim of reducing the incidence of incisional complications relating to bacterial contamination and colonization of suture material. Triclosan is a broad spectrum antiseptic that has documented efficacy against both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. Triclosan is the coating of choice for medical suture material as it both immediately effective and has a proven safety record, being used in both the skin care product industry and medical sector for over 30 years.\textsuperscript{39}

In vitro assays showed that Triclosan coated polyglactin provided an identifiable antimicrobial effect sufficient to prevent colonization of multiple staphylococcus species.\textsuperscript{40} In rat model studies and in the human medical field antimicrobial coated suture material has shown success. Marco et al. demonstrated a 66.6% reduction in positive cultures post-surgery in rats.\textsuperscript{41} Storch et al. demonstrated that antibacterial coated suture material inhibited bacterial colonization of suture after direct challenge with Staphylococcus aureus.\textsuperscript{42} Studies performed in human cardiothoracic and pediatric patients demonstrated reductions in post-
operative incisional complications, edema and incisional pain.\textsuperscript{43,44} However in a large study documenting 100 horses undergoing ventral midline celiotomy, no evidence of effectiveness against incisional complications was identified when using antibacterial coated suture material.\textsuperscript{8} Further work into Triclosan coated suture material found an increase incidence of incisional edema was detected in addition to no reduction in incisional complications.\textsuperscript{45}

Lubricating coatings are applied to suture materials to reduce their tissue drag, improve their handling properties and in some cases reduce a suture materials capillarity.\textsuperscript{46} Lubricating coatings are generally applied to multifilament braided suture materials such as polyglactin and polyglycolic acid.\textsuperscript{1} Examples of lubricants applied to suture materials include silicon, polybutylate and polyamide.\textsuperscript{46} Although coating substances improve the handling characteristics of suture materials, by reducing the coefficient of friction between suture strands they can reduce the knot security, necessitating the need for additional throws to be placed on the knot.\textsuperscript{37,46}

**Breaking Strength**

A sutures tensile strength is the force that an unaltered strand of suture can withstand when the force is applied in the direction of its length until the suture breaks.\textsuperscript{30} When a knot is used to join the two ends of a suture strand or is simply placed in the strand of suture, the force used to distract that loop or strand until failure is often referred to as the breaking strength. The precise definition of this term, although widely used in the literature, varies between different publications.\textsuperscript{4,10,47,48}
The tensile strength of unaltered strands of suture material is rarely assessed in the more recent literature. This is undoubtedly due to 2 factors: The large amount of published work detailing that placing a knot in a line of suture greatly decreases its tensile strength and the fact that suture is rarely clinically implemented without the use of a knot. However the original tensile strength of the suture material has a significant impact on the strength of the knot. The strength of the knot when compared to the strength of the suture has been shown to range from 60% to 99% depending on the type of knot and suture material being investigated.\textsuperscript{49-51} in 1985 Von Fraunhofer et al. compared the tensile strength of various absorbable suture materials ranging from 1USP to 3-0USP. They found that the diameter of sutures classified in the same gauge differed depending on the material, this is important when comparing different materials of the same gauge as tensile strength is the load applied divided by the cross sectional area of the sample tested. Therefore, based on the clinical applicability of the work, the breaking loads of the suture were compared as opposed to their tensile strengths. Polydioxanone and polyglactin exhibited the highest failure loads.\textsuperscript{52}

Multiple studies have detailed the breaking strength of suture materials. Breaking strength is significantly affected by the type and gauge of suture material used.\textsuperscript{4,10,53} Fierheller et al. tested 2 large gauge variants of polydioxanone and polyglactin 910 finding that 7USP polydioxanone has a higher breaking strength than 6USP polyglactin 910, 6USP has a higher breaking strength than 3USP polyglactin 910 and that 3USP polyglactin 910 had a higher breaking strength than 2USP polydioxanone.\textsuperscript{10} Further work found similar results with regards to the breaking strength of 3USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone, this
study determined that this result remained when the type of knot was also varied between surgeons, square and half hitch knots.\textsuperscript{47}

A large amount of tension is placed on the first suture loop of a linea alba closure in order to hold the edges in apposition. In order to facilitate this, some surgeons will secure the first throw of the knot with a clamp while the second throw is placed. Mulon et al. identified that this process does not affect the breaking strength of the multifilament suture materials they investigated, however they did show that it reduced the breaking strength by as much as 10\% for the monofilament suture material investigated.\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{Knot security}

Knot security refers to the ability of a knot to withstand the forces placed on the suture it secures without slipping or unravelling. Rosin et al. defined a secure knot as one that broke rather than unraveled or slipped.\textsuperscript{54} When placed under tension until failure knotted suture will break at the knot over 90\% of the time.\textsuperscript{10,31,47} There are two main parameters that can be calculated and compared when investigating knot security. Knot Holding Capacity (KHC) is defined as the maximum load to failure when tension is applied to knotted suture material.\textsuperscript{30} The other parameter is Relative Knot Security (RKS) which has been put forward as a standardized way in which to describe the KHC.\textsuperscript{30} RKS is defined as the KHC expressed as a percentage of the unknotted suture materials tensile strength (TS):\textsuperscript{30}

\[
RKS \ (\%) = \frac{KHC \ (N)}{TS \ (N)} \times 100
\]
It should be the surgeon’s goal to keep the amount of suture material placed within an incision to the minimum required to accomplish its job. Placing an excess amount of foreign material in an incision can cause inflammation, delays in wound healing, increased probability of infection and patient discomfort. The size of the suture material used has also been related to the amount of tissue reaction seen in an incision. This identifies the problem of how many throws should be placed in order to form a secure knot and then what type of knot is the most secure knot?

The most common knots used in equine surgery, especially when closing a ventral midline incision are the square and surgeon’s knots. A knot consists of two throws laid on top of one another and tightened. When the second throw is placed in the reverse fashion to the initial throw this is called a square knot. When the initial throw consists of two twists of the suture ends, or a double throw, this is called a surgeon’s knot. Additional throws can be placed on these knots at the surgeon’s discretion. For these knots to be secure they should be tied symmetrically with the surgeon placing an equal amount of force on each end of the suture material. When tied with asymmetric forces these knots can unwittingly be converted into a series of half hitches and so fail by slipping rather than breaking. A study evaluating the accuracy of knot tying found that of 25 surgical trainees asked to tie a series of square knots, only 2 consistently tied square knots. The study went on to determine that the incidence of knot slippage under tension was significantly lower for square knots when compared with attempted square knots.
The square knot is considered to have reduced knot security when compared to the surgeon’s knot. In work comparing the load to failure of surgeon’s knots and square knots, tied with 3USP polyglactin 910, 2USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone, the surgeon’s knot consistently outperformed the square knot, although only in the 2USP polyglactin 910 was this result statistically significant.\textsuperscript{47} Although the surgeon’s knot often delivers higher knot security than the square knot studies generally find that this difference is not significant.\textsuperscript{27,50} When a knot is used to end a continuous suture pattern the knot is tied with the working end and the loop of suture prior to the last tissue bite. Incorporating this loop into the knot construction has been proven to reduce the knot holding capacity of the square knot when compared to a pattern starting square knot.\textsuperscript{58,59} In order to compensate for this reduction in strength various authors have recommended the placement of additional throws on square and surgeon’s knots used to end continuous suture patterns.\textsuperscript{54,58,59}

Tying a pattern starting knot with between 4 and 5 throws has been found to result in a secure knot.\textsuperscript{47,60} Increasing the number of throws over 5 has been shown to provide no additional knot security when square knots were tied with 0USP polyester, polydioxanone, polypropylene and polyglactin 910.\textsuperscript{60} Rosin et al performed a similar study on smaller gauge 2-0USP suture material in both start and end knot configurations. They found that depending on the suture material between 3 and 5 throws produced a secure start knot, however an additional 1 to 3 throws were required to make the end knot variant secure.\textsuperscript{54} Knots were considered to fail if they slipped or the suture material failed.\textsuperscript{54} These findings have been further corroborated in both large and small gauge suture by more recent studies.\textsuperscript{27,58}
Self-locking knots rely on a sliding mechanism for their strength rather than the surgeon’s and square knots that rely on deformation of the suture material.\textsuperscript{59} The surgical literature contains few reports regarding implementation of a pattern starting self-locking knot. The “Forwarder” or “First Stitch” knot was reported initially described by Daes for use during human laparoscopic bariatric surgery.\textsuperscript{61} This knot was further detailed by communications in the field of human obesity surgery.\textsuperscript{62} Although these reports detail the improved properties of the knot no evidence has been published detailing its mechanical properties in the human field. The “Half-Blood” knot was initially described by Wattchow et al. in the human surgical literature and then later by Shaw in the veterinary literature.\textsuperscript{56,63} Mulon et al. describe a self-locking start knot that is very similar if not the same as the half-blood knot, the “Delimar” knot.\textsuperscript{47} In 1996, Delimar et al described the knot as a secure knot for suturing structures under tension.\textsuperscript{64} The Aberdeen knot, named by Sir James Learmonth who was the Regius Professor of Surgery at Aberdeen University (1932-1938), is a pattern ending self-locking knot that is widely used in both the human and veterinary fields.\textsuperscript{27,28,31,56,62,65} It has also been referred to as the “Chain-Stitch” knot and the “Loop” knot.\textsuperscript{29,66}

In a study by Shaw et al. in 1995 that tested the KHC of start surgeon’s knots with half-blood knots and end surgeon’s knots with Aberdeen knots and found that the self-locking knots significantly outperformed the surgeon’s knots.\textsuperscript{56} A recent study from this laboratory evaluating the forwarder knot when tied with 2USP and 3USP polyglactin 910 as well as 2USP polydioxanone found it to outperform both square and surgeon’s knots in term of both KHC and RKS.\textsuperscript{67} When using small gauge suture material the Aberdeen knot has been shown to demonstrate a significantly higher KHC than square knots while also requiring a
significantly smaller volume of suture material. Other work has also confirmed the Aberdeen knot to be superior to the square knot in terms of knot security and volume when using small gauge suture. When using 2USP and 3USP polyglactin 910 as well as 2USP polydioxanone, this laboratory determined that the Aberdeen knot displayed a significantly higher KHC while remaining significantly smaller than both square and surgeon’s knots with the same number of throws.

Aberdeen knots are constructed by taking the loop created by the last bite of the suture line and passing a further loop formed by the working end of the suture through it (Figure 1.3). This process is considered a single throw and can be repeated at the surgeon’s discretion. It is finished by passing the working end through the previously formed loop; this is called the turn.

Stott et al. determined that the ideal Aberdeen knot would be tied with 3 throws and 2 turns. However more recent veterinary literature has documented the Aberdeen knot being used securely with 4 throws and 1 turn when using small gauge suture 2-0USP polydioxanone. Our laboratory found that when the Aberdeen knot was employed using large gauge suture no significant increase in KHC was identified between 3 and 4 throws each with 1 turn when 2USP polyglactin 910 and 3USP polyglactin 910 were tested. However, when 2USP polydioxanone was used a significant increase in KHC was seen between 3 and 4 throws.
**The effect of media on suture material**

Most laboratory testing of suture material is performed in a single cycle to failure under ex vivo conditions. The majority of the time the suture is taken from its packaging and placed onto the testing apparatus. When suture material is used in a clinical setting, it is exposed to body tissue and fluid present at the surgery site. When large gauge suture is used to close the equine linea alba it is instantly exposed to abdominal fluid, abdominal fat, blood amongst other media. It is important to know whether this exposure changes the way these sutures behave mechanically when tied in knots and placed under tension, as well as how exposure to different media effect the long term strength of the suture material. The literature can be divided into two types of study. Firstly mechanical testing of suture material that has been exposed to a media immediately prior to testing. In this group the effect of the media on the molecular structure of the suture material is minimal. The second group is one that consists of studies that exam how different media effect the strength of suture material after a prolonged period of exposure. One of the major goals of these types of studies is to determine if certain environments or body fluids accelerate the weakening of suture materials.

*Short term media exposure*

In 1985, Gupta et al. published two reports investigating the effect the frictional properties of suture materials. They investigated how the suture material used affected a suture strands frictional properties determining that the coefficient of friction is a function of applied tension, suture construction and suture material, not a material constant. They also found that as the applied tension to the suture strand increased the coefficient of friction
decreased. In their second publication that year they investigated the effect that lubrication of suture material has on its frictional properties. Interestingly they discovered that friction between lubricated strands of suture material can both increase and decrease depending on the type and quantity of the lubricant used. They describe two differing states of lubrication, the boundary state and the hydrodynamic state. In the boundary state a monolayer of lubricant exists on the suture strand that causes the amount of contact points between two strands of suture material to decrease and so a decrease in the coefficient of friction between the strands is realized. In the hydrodynamic state a thick film of lubricant exists between the strands of suture material preventing any direct contact. In this instance the frictional force is governed by the resistance of the lubricating material to shear. Therefore the greater the viscosity of the material the greater the frictional force. They propose, based on their results using either a saline solution or a concentrated glycerin preparation as their lubricants, that even visibly thin layers of lubricant form a hydrodynamic state. Their results showed that addition of a lubricant increased the coefficient of friction and that as the viscosity of that lubricant increased so did the coefficient of friction between the strands.

The majority of studies investigating suture material that has been subjected to short term media exposure use either saline or plasma as their media. Unfortunately, the majority of these studies do not have direct comparisons to “dry” or unexposed suture material, such as work published by Rosin et al, one of the first studies that describes testing media exposed suture material, who detail running the suture material through canine serum prior to knot construction. In 2005, Richey et al. investigated square knots and self-locking knots used
to close sections of porcine skin. Although determining the effect of surgical conditions on the knot holding capacity of self-locking knots was not the aim of this project, and no dry comparison group existed, this was one of the first reports to detail self-locking knots evaluated in ex-vivo conditions.

In human obstetric surgery petroleum soaked packing is used post operatively as a hemostatic device. Previous research evaluating the KHC of serum soaked suture material showed no significant difference, however later commentaries suggested that this was due to rapid evaporation of serum from the suture material causing it to become sticky. As a result, knowing that lubrication can possible decrease a knots KHC, clinicians in this field questioned the impact that a lubricant such as petroleum jelly may have. Muffly et al. compared square knots with 6 throws, tied with 3 different size 0-0USP suture materials all commonly used in obstetric surgery; polydioxanone, silk, glycolide/lactide copolymer and polyglyconate. The sutures were exposed to either a 0.9% saline solution or placed in a plastic bag with petroleum soaked gauze. They found that knot ties with petroleum exposed suture materials consistently and significantly failed at a lower KHC than those exposed to saline. Unfortunately no dry group of knots was evaluated.

More recently a study published in the veterinary surgical literature examined the effect that exposing suture material to either plasma or fat had on the KHC of 2-0USP polydioxanone when tied in both square knots and Aberdeen knots. This study again did not have a dry group with which these media exposed groups could be compared. The study determined
that when tying a start square knot when the suture was exposed to either plasma or fat required 4 throws and that when tying a square end knot in either media, 5 throws were needed. When looking at the self-locking Aberdeen knot they determined that when tied with fat exposed suture material it required 4 throws and 1 turn, as opposed to when tied in plasma where it only required 3 throws and 1 turn. No differences in KHC were identified between square start knots tied with either plasma or fat exposed suture material or square end knots. Aberdeen knots are self-locking knots in which the suture strands slide over each other as tension is applied to the knot. They proposed that the added lubrication of a fatty media may have accounted for a decrease in the coefficient of friction between strands, which meant that an extra throw was required when knots were tied with fat exposed suture material.

Long term media exposure

In comparison to investigating the short term effects of media exposure on suture material, ascertaining information on how different in vivo, or simulated in vivo conditions affect the biomechanical properties of suture materials has been investigated more extensively. In 1975 Tera et al. investigated the effects of placing suture within the subcutaneous tissues of rabbits for 7 days when compared to suture strands that had been placed in saline for the same period of time. They found that suture that had been placed in the living tissue was more susceptible to failure from slippage of the knot and showed a reduction in breaking strength, this held true for both absorbable and non-absorbable suture materials tested. The investigators commented on the variability of results between animals, suggesting that different in vivo conditions between animals may have been a determining factor.
Different surgical fields may expose suture materials to a wide range of conditions with differing acidities. Pathology to an area of interest can change its acidity.\textsuperscript{76} Determining the effect that the acidity of the in vivo conditions have on the retention strength of suture material has been investigated. Chu et al. looked at 8 different suture materials all of size 2-0USP.\textsuperscript{76} The suture materials investigated included polyglycolic acid, polyglycolide-lactide copolymer, catgut, surgical silk, nylon, dacron, and polypropylene. The suture materials were immersed in solutions of differing pH for either 7 or 28 days. They found that absorbable suture materials were more sensitive to pH than non-absorbable suture materials and that alkaline conditions had the most significant effect on reducing the sutures breaking strength.\textsuperscript{76}

Further work by Campbell et al also investigated the effect of in vivo implantation, this time in the horse, had on the breaking strength of various size 2USP suture materials, including nylon, polydioxanone and polyglactin.\textsuperscript{48} Suture breaking strength and percentage elongation were evaluated in vitro and then at 7, 14 and 28 days after subcutaneous implantation in horses. They found that over the 28 day immersion period that polydioxanone maintained its mechanical properties far better than polyglycolic acid. None of the target parameters were measurable in the polyglycolic acid after 28 days of in vivo implantation.\textsuperscript{48} This study highlighted the benefits of using polydioxanone to close the equine linea alba over polyglycolic acid which was widely used at the time of publication.\textsuperscript{48}
The effect that infection has on the environment in which suture is placed was looked at by Schiller et al. They compared the mechanical properties of 3-0USP polydioxanone, polyglycolic acid, polyglycolin 910 and polyglyconate when incubated in sterile urine with their properties when incubated in E. coli and P. mirabilis inoculated urine. The suture material was incubated for 28 days. They found, similarly to Chu et al. that more alkalotic conditions caused a greater loss of strength. They also found that the sutures incubated in the contaminated urine had an accelerated loss of breaking strength when compared to the sutures in sterile urine and that polydioxanone consistently outperformed polyglycolin 910. Other studies have confirmed polydioxanone’s unmatched ability to maintain its mechanical properties when faced with alkalotic conditions. When exposed to bile and pancreatic secretions for 7 days polydioxanone maintained its tensile strength better than other absorbable suture materials such as polyglycolin 910. When compared with 2 other types of absorbable suture material, poliglecaprone 25 and polyglycolic acid, polydioxanone was again determined to the better option. Polydioxanone maintained its mechanical properties better than the other suture materials when incubated in phosphate buffered saline solution (PBSS), milk or milk contaminated with S. agalactiae for 21 days.

Two recent reports have investigated the effect that incubating suture material in equine specific physiologic and pathologic solutions, has on its mechanical properties. Kearney et al investigated size 2USP glycolide/lactide copolymer, polyglycolin 910 and polydioxanone. They incubated them for up to 28 days in either phosphate buffered saline solution, equine serum, equine urine and equine peritoneal fluid. The peritoneal fluids was acquired from a subject with severe peritonitis that on bacterial analysis revealed E. coli and Streptococcus
The unknotted suture material was subjected to tensile testing. They found that the mechanical properties of all the suture materials deteriorated as incubation time increased. Glycolide/lactide copolymer demonstrated the least ability at maintaining its mechanical properties over the study period, while polydioxanone demonstrated the highest ability. Especially when incubated in serum and inflamed peritoneal fluid polydioxanone’s tensile strength remained minimally reduced from its baseline. As a follow up to this investigation the same group performed a similar investigation with the goal of determining the effect of incubation time of knotted suture material in phosphate buffered saline solution and inflamed peritoneal fluid. They investigate 3 absorbable suture materials, glycolide/lactide copolymer, polyglactin 910 and polydioxanone, all of size 2USP polydioxanone. They tied 3 different knot types, square knots, surgeon’s knots and triple knots. A triple knots first throw is made with 3 complete turns of the suture materials. The knots were tied on mounts which were tested dry and then incubated in either media. The knots were incubated for 14 or 28 days. Interestingly when exposed to phosphate buffered saline they found that the KHC of knots tied with polydioxanone increased from day 0 to day 14 and then remained similar for the rest of the study period. The other suture materials showed a decrease in KHC as incubation time in phosphate buffered saline solution increased. When exposed to inflamed peritoneal fluid polydioxanone maintained an increased KHC when compared with the other suture materials at day 14 and 28. With respect to the differing knot types evaluated they found the surgeon’s and triple knot to provide a higher KHC than the square knot in all conditions.
**Coated suture material**

As previously mentioned, some multifilament braided suture materials have coatings applied to them to improve the handling characteristics. Braided multifilament suture materials have the advantage of improved tensile strength per unit of cross sectional area over monofilaments and they are less susceptible to defects in the outer surface of the suture material acting as stress risers.\(^4,\(^{37}\) The major disadvantage of multifilament sutures is their roughened surface results in a high coefficient of friction that leads to a high tissue drag.\(^70,\(^{81}\) This is rectified by some manufacturers with the addition of a polymer coating to the suture material which reduces the coefficient of friction and so improves the tissue drag of the suture.\(^30,\(^{57}\) The consequence of reducing the multifilament suture materials coefficient of friction is that its KHC will also be reduced and so knots require more throws to be secure.\(^57\)

In contrast, although monofilament suture material has a very smooth surface and so a low coefficient of friction it undergoes plastic deformation when placed under tension in knot construction. This flattens the suture strands against one another and so there is a large strand on strand contact surface area which more than compensates for its inherently low coefficient of friction.\(^57\) It follows that coating the multifilament suture material with different coatings will effect KHC.\(^37\) As previously mentioned suture materials are coated with multiple different polymers, antibacterials and antiseptics in order to modify their properties and so this should be accounted for during knot selection and construction. The literature does not contain any direct comparisons for the KHC of coated and uncoated absorbable multifilament suture materials or any information regarding how differently coated suture materials may interact with media present at the surgical site and what impact that may have on their KHC.
Short term media exposure can affect the KHC of suture material and so the conditions in which a suture is tied should be accounted for by the surgeon. When exposed to physiologic and pathologic conditions for extended periods of time the tensile strength and consequently the KHC of suture materials is generally reduced. This is especially evident in septic or contaminated conditions and alkalotic conditions. Of all the suture materials challenged, polydioxanone consistently performed well when compared with other absorbable suture materials and so should be considered a preferred option when such conditions are encountered. Coating suture multifilament suture materials augments their properties at the cost of reducing their KHC. The biomechanics of how short term media exposure or coating of suture materials causes the observed changes in KHC reported is not fully understood. The literature lacks explanation as to why some reports show improvements in KHC while others document reductions in KHC.

**Methods of evaluating the mechanical properties of suture materials and knots.**

Strands of material have been analysed and tested in order to determine their mechanical and chemical characteristics for over a century. Many university engineering departments have laboratories dedicated to fiber and polymer research. One facet of this research in this field is that of medical grade suture material. The following section of this review outlines the various methods in which suture materials have been tested and analysed and how these methods have evolved.
The twist test

It was realized early in the study of surgical knots and their properties that the frictional properties of the suture material used to tie the knot had a significant effect on knot security. In 1985 Gupta et al. developed a methodology for testing the frictional properties of suture materials. The apparatus involves twisting one strand of suture around another, simulating the first throw of a knot (Figure 2.1). The apparatus employed uses 2 strands of suture material, at one end they are both attached to a load cell, they are then threaded around two pulleys before being twisted on each other a predetermined number of times, finally each suture is attached to a variable load via another set of pulleys. The load on the strands of suture can then be altered by the operator. The data collected by the load cell in response to a varying weight is used to calculate the coefficient of friction between the two strands placed in the apparatus. They used this testing method to evaluate the frictional properties of eight suture materials. They found that the coefficient of friction is not a material constant but that it is dependent on a number of factors including: The applied tension on the sutures, the method of suture material construction and the suture material itself.

The finding that the coefficient of friction was not constant and not simply determined by the suture material itself poses the question: How might the coefficient of friction change when exposed to different conditions? The same group of investigators designed a study in an attempt to answer this. They investigated the effects of lubrication on the frictional properties of suture materials. They evaluated the suture when exposed to two different lubricants; a saline solution and a concentrated glycerin preparation. The twist test method
was used evaluate the effect either of these lubricants had on eight different suture materials. They found that once exposed to lubricants the suture materials exhibited higher coefficients of friction. The authors describe two different mechanical scenarios which may explain why exposing suture material to lubricants may increase the coefficient of friction exhibited. These are referred to as the “boundary” and “hydrodynamic” states and have already been explained in this review.  

The twist test used by the authors in the two mentioned studies provided a consistent and reliable measure of the frictional properties of suture materials and could be used with an Instron testing device. These instruments are still used in materials testing and fiber analysis. The method was modified and adapted from an earlier study published by Taylor et al. Interestingly that study also found that once exposed to serum sutures displayed an increased friction. Since the publication of these studies in the mid 1980s very little further work has been performed directly assessing the effect of lubrication or media exposure on the frictional properties of un-knotted suture material.

**Single cycle to failure tensile testing**

**Single Loop**

In order to compare the strengths of various knotted suture materials and various knot types a consistent, replicable and reliable system of testing needs to be in place. Single cycle to failure linear tensile testing of a single knotted loop of suture material is the most commonly performed mechanical test used in the surgical suture literature. Modern investigations
generally involve the use of an Instron or similar linear materials tensile testing machine to perform these tests, however before the advent of these advanced machines various linear distraction apparatus were used.

Single cycle suture material testing was initially performed using two different methods. In 1971 Herrmann used a method termed the “loop” method to determine knot security. A loop of suture material was tied around a cylinder in order to make it of standard circumference and then placed between two hooks which were then distracted from each other at a predefined rate.\textsuperscript{72} When this system is used the force at failure is equal to twice the KHC of the knot as there are two strands of suture between distraction points (Figure 2.2).

The other method of suture testing was also initiated in the 1970s and referred to as the “single strand” method. Holmlund et al initially describe the “single strand” method.\textsuperscript{84} It is a modified version of the “loop” method in that as previously described a single strand of suture is knotted around a cylinder, however once this is created it is then cut and each end of the knotted strand is secured in a fashion allowing linear distraction of the strand (Figure 2.3).\textsuperscript{84} This method measures the KHC of the knot directly. These methods as well as modified versions of these methods have been used by most researchers when a single cycle to failure system has been employed. This has allowed comparisons between various studies with similar methodology as well as the evolvement and perfection of the testing methodology over time.
The first large investigation of knotted suture material was performed by Tera et al in 1975.\(^{50}\)

It investigated the knot security of 12 different knots tied with 12 different suture materials. The method employed to perform this testing was essentially the “loop” method. The investigators constructed an apparatus to perform the testing that used a dynometer to measure the tension (Figure 2.2). The knotted suture loop was distracted at a rate of 1mm/sec until failure.\(^{50}\) This study was also the first to develop a system of nomenclature for describing flat knot combinations (Figure 2.3)\(^{50}\). The system indicates the number of twists the suture ends make with each other in each throw by means of Arabic numerals. The throws are then separated by either an “=” or an “X”. The “=” indicates that the strand enters and leaves the knot on the same side of the loop formed by the other strand. The “X” indicates that the strand enters the knot and leaves the knot on opposite sides of the loop formed by the other strand, i.e. a granny knot. This system has been subsequently used in other studies however has not become common place in relevant literature.\(^{50,75,85}\)

Trimbos et al. also investigated the properties of surgical knots using the “loop” method however they included sliding knots in their comparisons and so followed on from Tera et al. by proposing a coding nomenclature for describing sliding knots.\(^{38,73}\) The difference in the sliding knot coding is that they are described based on the way they were formed rather than their appearance. “S=S” describes a knot in which each throw is turning in the same direction around the axial strand, while “SXS” describes a knot in which each throw is turned in the opposite direction from the previous.\(^{38}\) The authors of both studies identify that an advantage of the loop method is that it negates the need to come up with a full proof, reliable method of securing the ends of the suture strand within the testing apparatus.\(^{50}\)
One of the major drawbacks of the “single strand” methodology of suture testing is caused by the strand clamp interface. Due to local stress concentration at the strand clamp interface results can be hampered or falsely skewed by grip or clamp induced failures. A solution to this problem was reported by Chu in 1981, who reported the use of yarn clamps which spread the clamping force over a length of the sample and therefore reduce the local stress concentration (Figure 2.3). This report is also one of the first to mention the use of an Instron materials testing machines or tensometers (Table Model TM, INSTRON, Norwood, MA). This study did not investigate knotted suture material; however, the introduction of yarn clamps was significant in the evolution of suture testing. The group went on to further investigate how exposure to conditions of varying pH effected the breaking strength of the same eight suture materials as previously tested, and again employed the same yarn grips in their testing apparatus.

Published only a few years later was another report that detailed a different method of evaluating the tensile strength of unknotted suture materials. Von Fraunhofer et al. published two reports evaluating the tensile strength of different gauges of 5 commonly used suture materials using a “cleat jig” (Figure 2.4). Using this method the strand ends were secured by wrapping them around cleats. The suture strand was then distracted at a rate of 50mm/min. This research group also used a different tensometer referred to as the Unite-O-Matic FM-20 universal testing machine. (United Calibration Corporation, Garden Grove, CA). The same testing method and apparatus was used in both reports published by the group, however no mention of the “cleat jig” method of tensile testing has subsequently been mentioned by surgical suture testing literature.
A report on the assessment of surgical sutures and knots in 1995 was one of the first to use a modified version of the “single strand” method. In this modified testing method, a knot was tied around a steel bar secured in the lower grip of the testing apparatus and the free end was then clamped in the upper jaw of the tensometer. This group again opted to use an Intron materials testing machine to distract the strand at 300mm/min (5mm/sec), however unlike Chu they did not employ the use of yarn clamps on their upper clamp. This modified “single strand” method of knotted suture linear testing has been employed in multiple studies subsequently.

In 2002 Schubert et al. reported on the mechanical properties of surgeon’s, square, granny and sliding knots in 4 different suture materials regularly employed in human gynecologic surgery. They used the coding system detailed by Tera and Trimbos to explain the knot combinations tested and also used a “loop” method for their testing. The knotted suture loops were tested with an Instron Materials testing machine. An initial load of 0.2N was placed on the loop to remove any slack in the testing system and then the loop was distracted by the apparatus at a rate of 5mm/min. Innovatively, this study detailed how the knotted suture loops were placed in 0.9% saline in order to “wet” the knot in order to more closely simulate in vivo conditions. This study was also one of the first to cut the free ends of the knot to 3mm so that if the knot slipped by more than 3mm knot failure occurred. This has become standard practice in knotted suture material testing in the more modern literature.
More recently Mulon et al. also choose a “loop” method to investigate the mechanical properties of 6 different knots, citing that they believe it to be more representative of the in vivo situation than a linear model. The knots were tied using three different suture materials commonly used in large animal surgery.\textsuperscript{47} They evaluated 6 different knotting methods including, square, surgeon’s, sliding half hitch and some novel self-locking knots. One of the knots tested was a clamped surgeon’s knot. They determined that when using polydioxanone, clamping the first throw of the suture does effect the final knot security, however this is not the case when polyglactin was used.\textsuperscript{47} Low friction plastic pulleys were used to hold the loop in place. This group of investigators used a servohydraulic mechanical testing machine (858 Bionix Test System, MTS, Eden Prairie, MN) to perform the distraction. The pulleys were distracted at a rate of 100mm/min until failure of the knot. These investigators also employed the use of a high speed digital video camera in order to record the mode of failure of the knot, as a result they were able to determine that all but 2 of 270 knots tested failed at the knot.\textsuperscript{47} The authors commented that the single cycle high distraction rate load to failure was intended to mimic the acute loading that suture being used to close the equine linea alba might encounter when the horse recovered from anesthesia after abdominal surgery.\textsuperscript{47}

In 2010 Schaaf et al. used a similar testing technique to Shaw et al. in order compare Aberdeen knots to square knots when exposed to both plasma and fat.\textsuperscript{28,56} Here the “single strand” method was modified as the knot to be tested was tied around a polished steel bar at the base of the apparatus while the free end was attached at the proximal clamp (Figure 2.5).\textsuperscript{28} The modification came in the attachment method of the free end to the proximal
clamp. The free end was fixed between two rubber pads using instant cyanoacrylate, this was then held in place with a hydraulic clamp. The rubber insert aimed at reducing any focal stresses generated by the strand clamp interface. These investigators also used an instrumented needle holder capable of measuring the load placed on every throw of the knot allowing each throw to be tied with a standardized tension. They also used an Instron materials testing machine (Instron 5560 universal testing machine, Norwood, MA) to perform the strand distraction at a rate of 50mm/min until failure. A catching system was also placed around the steel bar where the knot was tied in order to facilitate knot retrieval and allow identification of the mode of failure of each knot.

Recent literature includes multiple studies that use the “loop” method for linear single cycle to failure testing. The majority of the studies published in the more recent literature have used one of the Instron universal materials testing machines to perform the distraction. Notably a study in 2011, from the human literature, used a different tensometer the exact model of which was not identified within the manuscript. This study also used a distraction rate of 5mm/min. Fierheller et al. also used a modified “loop” model to test 4 different absorbable suture materials commonly used in large animal surgery. They placed the loop of suture around a metal pin fixed at the base of the apparatus as has been previously described. However, in their method they placed the loop through a section of equine linear alba. The linea alba section was then secured in the upper grip of an Instron materials testing machine using a “U” shaped flat jawed hydraulic vice and the system was distracted at 100mm/min. This report was the first report to focus on both knot security but also how the knotted suture interacted with the linea alba. A recently published study focusing on the
knot security of laparoscopic knots also used an Instron materials testing machine to load knots to failure using a “loop” method. The distraction rate used in this study was 0.2mm/sec.

Single cycle to failure tensile testing remains the most commonly performed laboratory study used to evaluate the mechanical properties of knotted suture material. The evolution of this process has provided invaluable information to surgeon’s both in the veterinary and human medicine. Modifications to the initial “loop” and “single strand” methods have made the tests a more accurate assessment of the knotted suture when in vivo. This review will go on to review single cycle to failure testing of suture material when a continuous pattern is analyzed.

**Continuous Pattern**

A number of self-locking knots including the Aberdeen knot, the half-blood and the square knot were analyzed as part of an intra dermal continuous pattern used to close a defect in porcine skin. The defects were all 4cm long and 4 bites of tissue were included in each continuous pattern. The skin samples were then cut so that they were held together only by the suture line. The samples were stored frozen in saline and allowed to return to room temperature prior to testing. The samples were secured in an Instron materials testing machine using squeeze clamps that were wider than the samples by 2 cm so as to distribute the load evenly along the suture line. The clamps were distracted at a rate of 100mm/min until the specimen failed. This system was one of the first to describe testing knotted suture
material as a continuous pattern in tissue. Although the system is simply a modification to the single cycle to failure tests of either the “loop” or the “single strand”. The study design is far more realistic test of a suture line.

In 2015 Regier performed a similar study to the previously mentioned one by Richey et al with a few differences.\textsuperscript{59,68} They used canine skin instead of porcine skin and while they also investigated square and Aberdeen knots in a 4 bite continuous intra dermal pattern they did not include a self-locking start knot in their investigation.\textsuperscript{68} Another notable difference was that they did not cut the skin either side of the incision line. In the Richey et al investigation the two pieces of apposed skin were held together purely by the continuous suture line where as Regier et al. left approximately 1cm of skin either side of the apposed incision line.\textsuperscript{59,68} This was done in order to accommodate the burying of the end knot by taking another bite of tissue with the working end of suture after the knot is tied, before the excess suture was cut.\textsuperscript{68}

**Single loop testing after exposure**

The advent of linear tensile testing models, including the “loop” model and the “single strand” model provided a reliable way of comparing suture materials and quickly led to multiple studies that investigated the tensile properties of both knots and suture materials. However, many of these studies acknowledge that this form of testing does not accurately simulate in vivo conditions. As a result, investigators started exposing suture material and
knots to media that might simulate the environment in which they might be tied or placed in order to determine what affect this had on the knot or sutures mechanical properties.

In 1989, Van Rijssel et al, designed a study to investigate the tissue reaction caused 2 different suture materials in rats. As part of the study the loop holding capacity of the two suture materials was evaluated. The suture material was exposed to human serum for 15 minutes prior to knot construction. Interestingly they comment that their experiment yielded loop holding capacities higher than those previously reported in when the suture was tested without exposure to any media. In the same year another group published an investigation into the determination of the number of throws that was required to form a secure knot. This study again exposed the suture to media prior to tying the knots in an effort to mimic the immediate in vivo effect of extracellular fluid on the physical properties of the suture material used. In this study canine serum was used as the media. The suture was exposed to the serum prior to tying the knots and the knots, once tied were then incubated in the serum for 24 hours prior to mechanical testing.

Campbell et al. also performed mechanical testing on knots that had been tied with suture exposed to equine serum. In this study knots were tied on a specially designed jig from which they could be removed and incubated in equine serum for 24 hours prior to mechanical testing. Once placed between two metal rods that were then distracted from each other at a rate of 10mm/min until the loop failed. A recently published article details an investigation that used a very similar technique of knot preparation in healthy canine plasma, however
instead of using a “loop” method to test the knots after 24 hours of incubation, these investigators cut the knotted loop of suture directly opposite the knot creating two strands either side of the knot of equal length, thereby converting to a “single strand” technique. These strands were then placed in pneumatic air clamps and distracted at a rate of 20mm/min by an Instron materials testing machine.

Other studies including the one by Schiller et al. in 1993 have looked at the effect of contaminated, septic, acidic or basic media on both suture materials alone or knotted suture materials. Schiller exposed the suture strands to either sterile or canine urine inoculated with E. coli or P. mirabilis, or canine urine that had been subjected to pH chemical modification with either hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide, for differing periods of time prior to mechanical testing. This study employed a “single strand” method of testing and was performed by an Instron universal testing machine. The clamps were distracted from one another at a rate of 50mm/min. In order to cause the suture to uniformly fail in the middle of the two clamps a single square throw was placed in the suture line (Figure 2.7). These investigators also wrapped the ends of the suture strand around stainless steel rods in order to prevent suture slippage through the Instron air clamps. More recently a similar study used an almost identical methodology to investigate the effect on elasticity and breaking strength of synthetic suture materials, commonly used in equine surgery, when incubated in various equine physiologic and pathologic fluids. These investigators comment that the single throw placed in the middle of the suture strand between the two air clamps dramatically reduced the number of suture failures at the strand clamp interface.
In 2007, Nichols et al. also exposed small gauge suture material to media with an altered pH or contaminated with bacteria prior to mechanical testing in order to determine the effect the effect of such conditions on the breaking strength of the several different suture materials. The incubation time ranged from 7 days to 21 days prior to testing. The strands of suture were tied together so they could be placed over two metal cylinders and tested using a “loop” method by an Instron universal testing machine. The metal cylinders were distracted at a rate of 60mm/min until failure.

The most recent report to detail an investigation into the mechanical properties of knotted suture material concentrated on large gauge suture materials primarily used in equine surgery for closure of the linea alba following exploratory celiotomy. The details of the suture investigated and media used has been previously detailed in this report. The investigators in this study however designed a novel testing mount for use with an Instron universal testing machine. The “split jaw” mount is able to test the suture using a modified “loop” test technique (Figure 2.8). The advantage of the split jaw is that it allowed transfer of knots previously tied on a plastic knot tying mount of the exact dimensions of the split jaw. The knots tied on the mount were then able to be incubated in an assigned media for a designated period of time prior to transfer to the split jaw mount for mechanical testing. A 1kN load cell was used to record the data as the split jaws distracted the suture material at a rate of 6mm/min.
As has been detailed there are many reports looking into the effect of varying types of media exposure and varying durations of media exposure on the mechanical properties of both knotted and unknotted suture materials. The goals of such work is in determining the effect that in vivo conditions have on the suture materials placed in surgery, so that more accurate and informed decisions can be made with regards to which type of suture and which type of knot are appropriate in a given situation. Although this information has improved the surgeon’s knowledge of the biomechanical properties of suture materials it is with the understanding that the test conditions used to evaluate these properties are still not an accurate representation of the force imparted on a line of suture material in vivo.

**Inflating bladder**

The importance of examining and understanding the forces placed on an abdominal incision and so the sutures used to hold it in apposition has been recognized by surgeons since the late 1940s. Publications in human medical journals exploring muscular tensions and intraperitoneal pressures date back to 1944. In 1948 Haxton passed inflatable balloons into the abdomen of patients with abdominal incisions through an indirect inguinal hernia sac. The balloons were then filled with sterile water and connected to a manometer. The intra-abdominal pressure was then measured using this system while patients were asked to deficate. Drye used a similar methodology to measure intra-abdominal pressures in patients while coughing. In 1965 Haxton expanded on his previous work by performing a larger study using human cadavers. In this work he placed an inflatable bag into the peritoneal cavities of cadavers with ventral midline incisions. The ingress tubing of the bag was placed through a separate stab incision in the side of the abdomen. He used this experimental setup
to test the bursting pressures and mode of failure of multiple different closure techniques, examining different gauges of silk and nylon suture material.\textsuperscript{92}

Further investigation into incisional bursting strength has since been performed in laboratory animals. Poole et al. used rats to evaluate ventral midline incisional bursting strength when closed with Dacron in either simple interrupted, cruciate or simple continuous suture patterns.\textsuperscript{93} A similar investigation was performed by Rodeheaver et al, this time to evaluate the incisional bursting strength of a novel monofilament non absorbable suture material. Both of these studies used female spayed rats.\textsuperscript{94} Once euthanized the rats had an inflatable latex balloon on the end of a polyvinylchloride cannula, placed through a stab incision in the cranial vagina. The balloon could then exert a measurable amount of abdominal pressure on the ventral midline incisions.\textsuperscript{94} This model has been used by other investigators to evaluate various different ventral midline closure techniques in rats.\textsuperscript{95-97}

Although closure of a ventral midline incision with a technique and suture that is able to withstand the stresses put on it by the patient is important in humans and small animals, it is insignificant when compared with its importance in the equine patient. More recently some of the previously described models have been adapted for use in the equine cadaver. In 1999 Magee et al. used a similar method to that described by Haxton in the 1940s to evaluate two different suture patterns placed with 3USP Polyglactin 910 in a 25cm long equine ventral midline incision.\textsuperscript{98} Due to the size of the equine abdomen a large 200L polyurethane bladder was used. The bladder had an ingress tube that originated at an air compressor and was
moderated by a flow gauge so that it delivered air at a rate of 40L/min. It also had egress tubing that terminated at a pressure transducer linked to a digital display to enable data collection. The ingress and egress tubes were passed through stab incisions through the body wall on either side of the abdominal cavity between the 14th and 15th ribs. A large nylon strap was also placed around the caudal abdomen just cranial to the pelvis to prevent herniation of the abdominal contents through the inguinal fascia (Figure 2.9). The inflatable bladder was then distended, inducing abdominal pressure until the ventral midline closure failed. The abdominal bursting pressure and mode of failure at the incision was recorded for analysis.

This model has since been used by the same research group and others to evaluate various suture materials, suturing techniques and knot types when closing the equine linea alba. Most recently this model was used to compare a new large gauge braided suture material (7 USP polydioxanone) designed for large animal surgery, in particular closure of the equine linea alba. The same group also used this model to evaluate the differences in bursting strength of a ventral midline closure with a right ventral paramedian closure. They determined that the ventral midline closure is stronger than a right ventral paramedian closure. The right ventral paramedian incision is occasionally used in equine celiotomy if a repeat surgery is required so as to avoid entering the abdomen through a healing or compromised incision. Additionally, there are reports indicating that a right ventral paramedian incision is less prone to incisional complications in the post-operative period.
The inflatable bladder model is able to more accurately simulate the three dimensional forces placed on both a suture line and knot than the “loop” and “single strand” models. It is also able to simulate the large sudden force that the equine ventral midline closure must withstand when a horse recovers and moves from lateral recumbency to a standing position following anesthesia for abdominal surgery. However, it like the other models described, is unable to simulate the cyclic loading incurred by the suture line and knot until the linea alba is healed.5

Cyclic loading

Cyclic loading has been performed on orthopedic metallic implants designed for large animal use extensively.101,102 Recently in the human field cyclic loading of suture material constructs used to replace ligaments and tendons when reconstructing or repairing damaged high motion joints has become common place.103,104 In the field of veterinary medicine, cyclic loading studies have been performed on suture materials used for extra capsular stabilization of the canine cruciate ligament.105-107 Cyclic loading has also been performed on suture materials used in equine upper airway procedures such as the tie back and tie forward.108-110 As the airway is constantly moving and under a number of three dimensional forces the introduction of dynamic models on which cyclic loading of the suture implants can be performed has yielded valuable information.108-110

Cyclic loading has also been performed on laparoscopic suture loops used in both human and veterinary surgery. Fugazzi et al. performed cyclic loading using a “loop” model on four different knot types tied with either USP3-0 polyglactin 910 or USP3-0 polydioxanone.53
The suture loops were placed between two metal cylinders attached horizontally to an Instron universal materials testing machine. A preload of 7N was applied to the loop to negate any slack. The loop was then loaded between 7 and 20N for 30 cycles at a rate of 3.5N/s.\textsuperscript{53}

As far as the author is aware no cyclical loading experiments have been performed on suture materials or knots used to close the equine linea alba, however this fact is regularly mentioned in the relevant literature. Although the previously mentioned methods of evaluating knot strength and suture strength are able to indicate how well a ventral midline closure will tolerate a single, acute load, such as that experienced by the equine patient following anesthetic recovery, they do not give an indication as to how they will maintain their strength after multiple cycles are applied during the post-operative period. Clinical experience has indicated that the large gauge suture materials that are commonly used to close the equine linea abla, such as 3USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone, are up to the task, but is it too much? Could a smaller gauge suture be used that may reduce the inflammatory reaction caused by suture placement.\textsuperscript{33} There is currently no model published that can simulate the \textit{in vivo} conditions during, immediately after in recovery and in the post operative period, so for the time being subjecting the suture materials used, the suture patterns used and the knots used to multifactorial rigorous mechanical and biomechanical testing is imperative.
Objectives

Recently, research performed in our laboratory determined that the optimal number of throws needed when using 2 USP polydioxanone, 2 USP polyglactin 910 and 3 USP polyglactin 910 suture, to tie a secure pattern starting knot was 6 throws for both a surgeon’s and square knot when tested in dry conditions using a linear, single cycle to failure, modified “single strand” method.27 The same research also determined that pattern-ending surgeon’s and square knots in a continuous suture line were found to be weaker than pattern-starting knots with respect to throw number.27,111 Both 3 USP polyglactin 910 and 2 USP polydioxanone are commonly used suture materials in equine abdominal surgery, but have yet to be subjected to materials testing after exposure to biologic media.27

The Aberdeen knot is a self-locking knot, shown to have superior mechanical properties to surgeon’s and square knots.27,28,65 Self-locking knots have superior security to surgeon’s and square knots, demonstrate less tendency to slip, and are also smaller and lighter leaving less foreign material in the incision line.59 In dry conditions using 3 USP polyglactin 910 and 2 USP polydioxanone, the Aberdeen knot exhibited superior mechanical properties to both surgeon’s and square knots.27 However, it is known that the physiological conditions encountered by suture materials in the patient affects their biomechanical properties.112

Previous publications have noted a significant effect of lubrication on the frictional properties of suture.69,73-75,113 In small gauge suture (2-0 USP polydioxanone), the relative
knot security (RKS), defined as the knot strength expressed as a percentage of the suture’s tensile strength, of Aberdeen knots was found to be significantly increased compared to square knots when exposed to plasma and fat.\textsuperscript{28-30} Comparisons with surgeon’s knots were not performed in this study.\textsuperscript{28,29} At the time of this report, large gauge suture has yet to be subjected to materials testing after exposure to biologic materials that simulate the conditions found in the equine ventral midline surgical field.\textsuperscript{27}

The purposes of this study were twofold: Firstly, to determine, at each end of the suture line whether square or surgeon’s knots delivered the highest knot holding capacity (KHC) when tied with media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 or 2USP polydioxanone. Secondly, to determine whether the pattern ending square, surgeon’s or Aberdeen knot delivered the highest KHC when tied with either media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 or 2USP polydioxanone.

As dictated by the purposes of this study two experiments were performed. The first experiment (Part 1) intended to compare the KHC of both pattern starting and ending surgeon’s and square knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone exposed to 4 different media, or kept dry. The 4 media used were chosen as they are all commonly present in the equine abdominal surgical field. The second experiment (Part 2) intended to compare the KHC of pattern ending surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone exposed to 4 different media or kept dry.
**Hypotheses**

This study hypothesized the following:

1) The KHC of knots tied using suture material exposed to media, including a balanced electrolyte solution, equine serum, 1% carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), or equine abdominal fat, would have a higher KHC than knots tied with dry suture.

2) Start surgeon’s and square knots were hypothesized to have a higher KHC than end square and surgeon’s knots.

3) Aberdeen knots would demonstrate a higher KHC than square and surgeon’s knots, regardless of the media they are exposed to.

4) Regardless of knot configuration and number of throws, we hypothesized that knots performed with the larger gauge, multifilament suture 3 USP polyglactin 910 would show a higher KHC than those tied with the smaller gauge, monofilament 2 USP polydioxanone.\textsuperscript{10,51,52}

5) That exposing knots to the various media would increase their weight and volume, resulting in an increased knot size.
Materials and Methods

All equine cadaver tissues were obtained from cadaver horses euthanized for a separate, unrelated study that was evaluated and approved by the University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Testing of the knots was performed in a controlled laboratory environment of 21°C and 65% humidity (ASTM D1776-15-Standard Practice for Conditioning and Testing Textiles, [link](http://www.astm.org/Standards/D1776.htm)). To ensure all the suture material was of similar strength, one suture from each box was subjected to a single cycle-to-failure test, with a distraction rate of 100 mm/minute and a 21N ± 0.01% static load. A static load of 21N was previously calculated in our laboratory by averaging the tension placed by three surgeons on the suture when tying knots. For this single cycle-to-failure test, the load device consisted of two clamps: one at the proximal end and one at the distal end of the suture. No knots were tied at this stage. If the suture had a tensile strength outside of the acceptable range (less than 90% of the mean tensile strength of all the suture tested), the box of suture that strand originated from was discarded.

For testing of each knot configuration, a new packet of suture was used for each knot. Knots were either tested dry or exposed to one of four media. Immediately before the knots were tied, the suture was removed from the packet and exposed to nothing (the dry control) or bathed in one of four media for 15 minutes to simulate in vivo conditions: a balanced electrolyte solution (Normosol R, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL), equine serum, 1% sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC, Spectrum MFG Corp, Gardena, CA), or equine
abdominal fat. The serum and fat were acquired from healthy horses enrolled in a separate study that were euthanized with intravenous magnesium sulfate that was titrated to effect, while under general inhalant anesthesia. The serum and fat were obtained from two separate horses and pooled for storage. To obtain serum, blood was drawn from the jugular vein using a 14 gauge needle and 60 mL syringe and placed into 50 ml conical centrifugation tubes without coagulant. The samples were allowed to clot for 30 minutes at room temperature (21 °C), and then centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 15 minutes to separate the serum from the cells. The serum was then stored at -20°C, and allowed to return to room temperature before suture immersion. The fat was harvested using sharp dissection from the ventral abdomen accessed via a ventral midline incision, pulverized using a handheld macerator (model 59762, Hamilton Beach, Southern Pines, NC) and stored in a similar fashion.

Three different knot types were tested using a Universal materials testing machine (INSTRON, Norwood, MA) (Figure 3.1). The surgeon’s and square knots were tested with 5, 6, 7 or 8 throws, while the Aberdeen knot was tested with 3, 4, 5 and 6 throws each with 1 turn. The first throw of the surgeon’s knot was a double, overhand throw, while the remainder of the throws consisted of square knots. These combinations were selected for testing from data obtained from previous experimental data that determined surgeon’s and square knots with 6 or 7 throws, and Aberdeen knots with 4 throws and 1 turn, demonstrated the highest KHC in dry conditions.²⁷ Both pattern-starting or “start” knots and pattern-ending or “end” knots were tested (Figure 3.2). Start knots were tied with two free ends of suture around a cylindrical steel rod resulting in two free ends, one of which simulates the
working end going towards the continuous pattern. End knots were tied with the working end of the suture and a loop around the steel rod. These resulted in a free end and a loop. Aberdeen knots are constructed by taking the loop created by the last bite of the suture line and passing a further loop formed by the working end of the suture through it (Figure 3.3). This process is considered a single throw and can be repeated at the surgeon’s discretion. It is finished by passing the working end through the previously formed loop; this is called the turn.\textsuperscript{65}

Half of the knots were constructed with 3 USP polyglactin 910; the other half were constructed with 2 USP polydioxanone. Each suture, knot type, throw combination and media exposure was tested 10 times resulting in a total of 2000 knots being tested. All knots were tied with the suture in place on the materials testing machine. All free ends were trimmed to 3mm in length. Surgeon’s and square knots were tied using Mayo-Hegar 8” needle drivers, while Aberdeen knots were tied by hand.

The materials testing machine consisted of an upper and lower grip. The surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots were tested by mimicking the forces applied to the knot \textit{in vivo} by the preceding or following suture pattern and the initial or final loop of suture. The loop was placed around a cylindrical metal rod attached to the lower grip of the testing machine, while the end simulating the suture from the continuous suture line was clamped by the upper grip of the apparatus (Figure 3.3).
All of the knots were tied by the same investigator (MC). The initial distance between the metal rod and the upper grip was 10 cm and a preload of 21N was applied across the knot by the testing machine once the knot was tied to remove any slack in the suture. To test the knot strength, the loading apparatus was distracted at 20 mm/min, applying tension across the knot until suture failure occurred. Failure was considered either complete fracture of the suture material or slippage of the knot by 3mm or greater. The knot holding capacity (KHC in N), defined as the maximum load to failure when tension is applied to a knotted suture material, was obtained by the materials testing machine and recorded using INSTRON Bluehill 2.24.787 software (Norwood, MA).

To determine knot size after exposure to the different media, 5 knots of each knot configuration (1000 knots total) were tied separately for volume and weight calculations. The suture used was again exposed to the simulating media for 15 minutes prior to tying. In addition, both tag ends were cut to 3mm in length so that they could be weighed to a resolution of 0.1mg (Mettler AE 163, Mettler Direct, CA). Once tied, the height and diameter of the knots were recorded using a digital micrometer (Digital, Carbon Fiber Caliper, Ted Pella Inc, Redding, CA) to a resolution of 0.01mm. Volume (V, mm$^3$) was approximated using the formula $V = \pi r^2 h$.

Statistical analysis was performed using commercial statistical software (JMP Pro 11.0.0, SAS Institute Inc. NC). Normality of the data was determined by an Anderson-Darling test. Parametric testing was performed for normally distributed data using separate analyses of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis for those comparisons with significant differences, to evaluate the mean difference in KHC between the number of
throws, the suture type, suture size, the media exposure, and the type of knot. Significance for this study was set at $P<0.05$. 
Results

Batch testing of the suture material.

Analysis of a single strand from each box of suture material subjected to a single cycle-to-failure test in linear fashion found all suture material tested to be within 10% of the mean tensile strength calculated for both 2USP Polydioxanone and 3USP Polyglactin 910. None of the boxes of suture material were discarded from the study.

Part 1

The effect of media exposure on KHC of:

Start knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910

Overall, start knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions ($P=0.0008$) (Figure 4.1). However, media exposure negated the effect that increasing the throw number would be expected to have on the KHC of surgeon’s and square start knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910. A significant increase in KHC was only identified between dry surgeon’s start knots tied with 5 throws and those tied with 6 throws ($P=0.0095$). In all other comparisons of media exposure and throw combinations, no significant differences in KHC were identified ($P>0.056$).

Start knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone

Start knots tied using 2 USP polydioxanone exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than start knots tied in dry conditions for all 4 throw combinations. When evaluating only surgeon’s start knots, when tied with 5 throws, knots composed of suture exposed to
CMC, Normosol, equine serum and equine abdominal fat had a significantly higher KHC than that of knots tied in dry conditions ($P<0.0013$). When tied with 6 or 8 throws, significant increases in KHC were identified between dry surgeon’s start knots and surgeon’s start knots tied with 2USP polydioxanone exposed to CMC and equine abdominal fat ($P<0.03$). When tied with 7 throws, significant increases in KHC were seen between dry surgeon’s start knots tied using 2 USP polydioxanone and those exposed to CMC, BES and equine abdominal fat ($P<0.0065$).

In comparison to surgeon’s knots, when square start knots were tied with 5 throws, 2 USP polydioxanone exposed to any of the four media had a significantly increased KHC when compared to those tied in dry conditions ($P<0.0003$). When tied with 6 or 7 throws, significant increases in KHC were identified between dry square start knots and those tied exposed to CMC, BES and equine abdominal fat ($P<0.032$). When tied with 8 throws, significant increases were seen between dry square start knots and those exposed to CMC and BES ($P<0.0026$). Overall, start knots tied using 2 USP polydioxanone exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions ($P<0.0001$) (Figure 4.1).

**End knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910**

Similar to start knots, end knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions ($P<0.0001$) (Figure 4.1). When 3 USP polyglactin 910 was used in the construction of surgeon’s end knots, significant increases between dry and media exposed knots were identified at 3 throw combinations.
Specifically, when surgeon’s end knots were tied with 5 or 6 throws, suture exposed to any of the 4 media had a significantly increased KHC when compared to those tied in dry conditions \((P<0.002)\). When surgeon’s end knots were tied with 7 throws a significant increase in KHC was identified between dry and suture exposed to equine serum \((P=0.024)\). However, when surgeon’s knots were tied with 8 throws no increases in KHC were identified between dry and media exposed knots.

Regarding square end knots using 3 USP polyglactin 910, significant differences were noted between dry and media exposed knots tied for all throw combinations. When square end knots were tied with 5 throws, suture exposed to any of the 4 media had a significantly increased KHC when compared to those tied in dry conditions \((P<0.0001)\). When square end knots were tied with 7 throws significant increases in KHC were identified between dry and suture exposed to CMC and equine serum \((P<0.02)\). When square end knots were tied with 8 throws significant increases in KHC were identified between dry and suture exposed to CMC and equine abdominal fat \((P<0.02)\). However, when square end knots were tied with 6 throws no significant an increase in KHC was identified between dry and suture exposed to media \((P>0.3)\).

**End knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone**

In contrast to the findings for the end knots tied with 3 polyglactin 910, no significant differences in KHC were identified between dry and media exposed end knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone \((P=0.1)\) (Figure 4.1).
The effect of increasing throw number on KHC

Surgeon’s end knots tied using 2 USP polydioxanone displayed no significant differences between dry and media exposed knots tied for any of the four throw combinations ($P>0.05$). Square knots showed similar findings barring one exception; when 2 USP polydioxanone was tied using 5 throws and exposed to CMC a significant increase in KHC when compared to the same knot tied in dry conditions was identified ($P=0.02$).

The number of throws on the knots tested demonstrated a ceiling effect for all combinations assessed. When start knots were tied using either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to any of the four media, both surgeon’s and square knots displayed no significant differences in KHC as throw number was increased from 5 to 8 throws ($P>0.14$). A significant increase in KHC was only identified between dry surgeon’s knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 with 5 throws and 6 throws ($P=0.01$).

When end knots were tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to any of the four media, surgeon’s knots showed no significant differences in KHC when the throw number was increased over 6 throws ($P>0.2$). Square knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to any of the four media showed no significant differences in KHC when the throw number was increased over 5 throws ($P>0.07$). Both surgeon’s and square end knots tied using 2 USP polydioxanone exposed to any of the four media showed no significant increase in KHC as throw number was increased over 5 throws ($P>0.2$). End knots tied in dry conditions
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showed increases in KHC between 5 and 6 throws when surgeon’s and square knots were tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 and when square knots were tied using 2 USP polydioxanone ($P<0.02$). However, no increases in KHC were seen with either suture material used to tie start knots over 5 throws and end knots over 6 throws when suture was exposed to media ($P>0.07$)

**The effect of suture material and knot type on start and end knot KHC**

Knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 were shown to demonstrate a greater KHC than those tied with 2USP polydioxanone when both start and end knots were tested (Figure 3). The KHC of start knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 (mean KHC = 101.6±0.8N) was significantly higher than that of start knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone (mean KHC = 68.4±0.8N) ($P<0.0001$). Start knots were also found to have a significantly higher mean KHC than end knots ($P<0.0001$). Although surgeon’s start knots had a mean KHC (85.8±1.2N) higher than that of square knots (84.3±1.2N) this difference was not of statistical significance ($P=0.4$). However, surgeon’s end knots had a significantly higher KHC (73.9±1.0N) than square end knots (66.4±1.0N) ($P<0.0001$).

**The effect of media on knot size.**

Exposure of suture to either BES or equine serum tended to reduce knot weight, while exposure to CMC and equine abdominal fat tended to increase knot weight when compared to knots with the same number of throws tied in dry conditions (Figure 4.2). End knots were significantly heavier and larger in diameter than start knots ($P<0.0001$). Overall, pattern
starting and ending knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 were significantly heavier and larger than start knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone with the same number of throws ($P<0.0001$). Similar results were noted when comparing the type of knot and throw number. Surgeon’s knots were significantly heavier and larger than square knots when both start and end knots were analyzed ($P<0.006$).

For both start and end knots, knot weight and knot volume increased with increasing throw number across all media and for both types of knot (Figure 4.2). The heaviest knot was a pattern ending surgeon’s knot constructed with 8 throws and exposed to equine abdominal fat (84±1.6mg). Both 3 USP polyglactin 910 and 2USP polydioxanone, exposed to BES and tied in either a surgeon’s or square knot with 5 throws produced the lightest knots (14±1.7mg). In regards to volume, the largest knot was pattern ending surgeon’s knot with 8 throws tied using fat exposed 3 USP polyglactin 910 (196.8±5.4mm$^3$). The knot with the lowest volume was a pattern starting square knot with 5 throws using dry 2USP polydioxanone (28.5±4.1mm$^3$).

**Part 2**

No significant differences in KHC were identified between the knots tied with suture exposed to each of the 4 media with respect to suture type and knot type. As a result, the media exposed suture data was combined into a single group, termed “media exposed” for further comparisons. ($P<.0001$)
The effect of media exposure on the KHC of Surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen Knots

Knots of the same type (surgeon’s, square or Aberdeen), that were tied with the same suture material showed no significant difference in KHC when comparisons were made between the types of media exposure (P<0.0001) (Figure 4.3). As the specific type of media did not have a significant effect on knot security, the media exposed suture data was combined into a single group, termed “media exposed” for further comparisons. The data was then analyzed according to knot type.

Surgeon’s knots

No significant differences in KHC were identified between dry and media exposed surgeon’s knots tied with 2USP polydioxanone, at any of the 4 throw combinations, (P>0.91) (Figure 4.4). The KHC did not significantly increase as throw number increased.

For surgeon’s knots tied with dry 3USP polyglactin 910, KHC significantly increased as the number of throws increased, until 7 throws were placed (P<0.04). No additional increase in KHC was noted for dry suture with 8 throws. Media exposure significantly increased the KHC compared to dry knots, but only between knots with 5 and 6 throws (Figure 4.4) (P<0.0001). Comparisons of surgeon’s knots using media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 suture showed KHC was not affected as throw number increased. (P>0.99)
**Square knots**

No significant differences in KHC were identified, at any of the 4 throw combinations, between dry and media exposed square knots tied with 2USP polydioxanone (P>0.25) (Figure 4.5). The number of throws had no significant effect on KHC.

Square knots tied using dry 3USP polyglactin 910 showed a significant increase in strength when the number of throws increased from 5 to 6 throws (P<.0001). Further increases in the number of throws had no effect on KHC (P>0.09). The number of throws had no effect on square knots tied with media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910, and these knots were not different in KHC from dry knots with more than 6 throws (P<0.023).

**Aberdeen**

Aberdeen knots tied with either media exposed 2USP polydioxanone or 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than dry knots with respect to throw number (Figure 6) (P<0.001). Throw number had no effect on the Aberdeen knots, whether dry or exposed to media, demonstrating no significant increase in KHC as the throw number increased from 3 throws and 1 turn (P>0.37). (Figure 4.6).

**The effect of suture material on KHC**

Surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots tied with media exposed 3USP Polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than their equivalents tied with media exposed 2USP
Polydioxanone (P<0.0001) (Figure 4.7). Aberdeen knots tied with 3USP Polyglactin 910 displayed the highest KHC.

*The effect of knot type on KHC*

When knots were tied with either media exposed or dry 2USP polydioxanone, surgeon’s knots had a significantly higher KHC than square knots and Aberdeen knots had a significantly higher KHC than both square and surgeon’s knots (P<0.0001) (Figure 4.8). Media exposure of 2USP Polydioxanone did not result in a significant difference in KHC when both square and surgeon’s knots were tested. Aberdeen knots tied with media exposed 2USP polydioxanone had a significantly higher KHC than dry Aberdeen knots (P<0.0001).

No significant difference was identified in the KHC of dry surgeon’s and square knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910, however dry Aberdeen knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than the other two knot types (P<0.0001). Exposing 3USP Polyglactin 910 to media resulted in an increase in KHC seen in all three knot types with respect to their dry variants (P<0.0001). In summary, media exposure improved the KHC of surgeon’s and square knots tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 and Aberdeen knots tied with either suture material and subjected to linear, single cycle-to-failure materials testing.

*The effect of media exposure on knot volume*

Aberdeen knots produced knots with lower volumes than both surgeon’s and square knots (Figure 4.9). For knots of the same type and tied with same suture material, media exposure
caused a significant increase in knot volume (P<0.05). However, Aberdeen knots exposed to media had significantly smaller volumes than both square and surgeon’s knots exposed to media and tied with the same suture (P<0.0002).
Discussion

Part 1

Previous reports have suggested that media exposure effects the mechanical properties of suture, including KHC and tensile strength, both positively and negatively, when tested in smaller gauge suture. The present study supports findings that show that media improves holding strength for the majority of the comparisons. Start knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 and 2 USP polydioxanone and exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions. End knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 exposed to media had a significantly higher KHC than those tied in dry conditions, however no significant differences in KHC were identified between dry and media exposed end knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone. One explanation for the difference seen in strength of end knots exposed to media is the configuration of the end knot itself. Two USP polydioxanone, is a monofilament suture material that has a lower coefficient of friction and a higher stiffness resulting in a reduced surface area of suture contact within the knot. The extra strand of suture incorporated into end knots as a loop also decreases the surface area of suture contact. These factors likely account for the reduced effect media exposure had on knots tied with 2USP polydioxanone and pattern ending knots. Further testing of additional monofilament suture materials, including nylon, polyglecaprone 25 or polyglyconate, would be required to confirm this hypothesis.

A ceiling effect was noted regarding the number of throws and their effect on knot strength. For both pattern starting and pattern ending knots tied using 3 USP polyglactin 910 or 2 USP polydioxanone exposed to media, KHC did not increase significantly when performed with
over 5 throws for start knots and 6 throws for end knots. These results are in agreement with reports analyzing knot security using smaller gauge 0 USP suture materials exposed to 0.9% sodium chloride solution.\textsuperscript{60} Importantly, these findings suggest maximum KHC can be reached with a single throw fewer than previously reported by our laboratory when the same start knots were tested in dry conditions.\textsuperscript{114} Reducing the number of throws needed to form a secure knot could reduce the amount of foreign material placed in the incision line. As suture can incite a foreign body reaction, a smaller knot should result in a smaller inflammatory reaction within the tissue.\textsuperscript{59,115,116}

As hypothesized, 3 USP polyglactin 910 demonstrated a greater KHC than 2 USP polydioxanone when both start and end knots were compared, which is consistent with similar previous findings in dry suture material by this laboratory and others.\textsuperscript{4,114} More specifically, 3 USP polyglactin 910 has been shown to exhibit a higher tensile strength than 2 USP polydioxanone.\textsuperscript{10,30,51} This result is not unexpected given that 3 USP polyglactin 910 is a braided multifilament suture one gauge larger than 2 USP polydioxanone, and considering that a suture strand’s tensile strength is directly related to its cross sectional area.\textsuperscript{51,52} Although 2 USP polyglactin exists, this study was designed to analyze the most commonly used suture materials by colic surgeon’s as well as the largest commercially available variants of each suture material in the United States. The results of this study suggest that 3 USP polyglactin 910 should be used for both start and end knots when closing the linea alba.
Similar to previous publications, start knots in both types of suture material and for different combinations of throws, showed increased knot security compared with end knots of similar configuration, similar to previous publications.\textsuperscript{28,54,114} It has been suggested this is due to the inherent risk of failing to grasp the center of the loop of suture when tying the end knot, and therefore placing unequal load on each throw resulting in a ‘loose’ knot.\textsuperscript{28,54,59} Alternatively, the extra strand of suture present in the end knot configuration may cause the opposing strands comprising the knot to have less surface area in contact with each other.\textsuperscript{54,59} A lower contact surface area would have a concentrating effect on the tensile load, meaning the knot would require a lower tensile load to fail when compared with a start knot which has a higher contact surface area. Regardless, these results imply that an end knot for a continuous pattern will require an additional throw for knot security.

Surgeon’s knots were found to have a greater KHC than square knots when both pattern starting and pattern ending knots were analyzed. However, this finding was only statistically significant when pattern-ending knots were compared. As end knots may be inherently weaker than start knots, the greater opposing strand surface area in contact present in the surgeon’s end knot when compared to the square end knot likely has a significant effect on KHC.\textsuperscript{54} Most equine surgeon’s prefer the surgeon’s when starting and ending a continuous pattern to close the linea alba, due to the fact that there is often a large amount of tension in the opposing edges of the linea alba.\textsuperscript{1,31,47,117} The results of this study further support the use of a surgeon’s knot rather than a square knot to both start and end a continuous suture pattern, in both dry and media exposed conditions.
Data collected during this study confirmed our hypotheses that knot weight and volume increased significantly as throw number increased, that end knots are significantly heavier and larger than start knots, and that knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 are significantly heavier and larger than those tied with 2 USP polydioxanone. Interestingly, exposure to media did not always lead to an increase in knot weight when compared with dry knots. The lubricating effect of less viscous media such as equine serum and BES likely leads to a monolayer of media between the suture strands, reducing the suture’s coefficient of friction.69 This reduction in the coefficient of friction allows the same force applied to the suture strands, to construct a tighter knot using less suture material. This implies that knots tied in vivo may be smaller due to the conditions they are tied in, and therefore place less foreign material in the wound. Evaluation of knots tied in vivo would support this theory.

**Part 2**

Previous findings have determined that Aberdeen knots have a significantly higher KHC than both surgeon’s and square knots when tested in dry conditions.27 The aim of this study was to determine if this relationship held when tested in media representative of fluids that may be encountered in a surgical field, and quantify the effect these conditions had on a knot’s mechanical properties. The results from this study show that media exposure can significantly improve the KHC of surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots when compared to similar knots tied in dry conditions. Media exposure had minimal impact on the KHC of surgeon’s and square knots, however the knots tied with media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 are able to achieve similar KHC’s to their dry variants when constructed with fewer throws. Unlike the surgeon’s and square knots, Aberdeen knots tied with either media
exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 or 2USP polydioxanone showed significant increases in KHC when compared to their dry variants at all throw combinations, demonstrating that media influences self-locking knots in large gauge suture.

Multiple studies have analyzed suture material exposed to isotonic or biologic solutions with the aim of determining any detrimental effect over time that exposure might have on KHC or tensile strength. Other work has assessed suture material exposed to saline, plasma, fat and other media designed to recreate the surgical environment in order to evaluate the effect of these media on the material itself. However, to the author’s knowledge, a direct comparison of KHC between dry knots and knots tied immediately after exposure to media has not been performed with large gauge suture. The media studied represent a sample of the fluid components commonly encountered during an equine celiotomy. Interestingly, none of the four media evaluated produced a significantly different effect on the KHC. In this study, it appears that fluid media act in a similar manner with regards to their effects on knot security.

A knot under tension is dynamic, suture slides over itself as tension is placed on the knot. As the tension on the knot increases the energy is absorbed by the suture material, but the dynamic state of the knot prevents any focal accumulation of stress from occurring. Exposing the suture material to the four media studied likely caused a lubricating layer to form between the strands of suture within the knot, decreasing the coefficient of friction between the suture strands. As the coefficient of friction between the strands decreases, the
knot becomes more dynamic and the points of stress accumulation shift. This means that the load the suture is exposed to is distributed over a larger amount of material as opposed to a focal point. It is these properties that are thought to explain the superior KHC shown by the Aberdeen and other self-locking knots but may also explain the increase in KHC shown by square and surgeon’s knots when tied with media exposed suture material.\textsuperscript{27,29,47} If media exposure of suture material encourages the load to be distributed over a larger amount of suture material thereby reducing any failures caused by focal point defects or stress accumulations, this may explain the consistent reduction in interquartile ranges identified between dry and media exposed knots.\textsuperscript{27}

When evaluating knots for both strength and security, there is a level of resistance reached by a knot at which the addition of extra throws does not increase the knot’s KHC.\textsuperscript{27,60} Our laboratory previously determined this level of resistance under dry conditions was reached by surgeon’s and square knots at 7 throws, and that Aberdeen knots should be tied with a minimum of 4 throws and 1 turn. The results from the present study show that KHC did not significantly increase as the number of throws on surgeon’s and square knots exceeded 6 and 5 throws, respectively, in media exposed suture. However, the KHC of Aberdeen knots tied with more than 3 throws and one turn did not significantly increase after exposure to media. These findings suggest that pattern-ending surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots can be tied with fewer throws after they are exposed to media to achieve the same strength as dry knots.
Knots in this study tied with 3USP polyglactin 910 had a significantly higher KHC than those tied with 2USP polydioxanone, and is in agreement with previous work showing that 3 USP polyglactin 910 has a higher tensile strength than 2 USP polydioxanone when subjected to materials tensile testing both in vitro and ex vivo as a continuous pattern in equine linea alba samples.\textsuperscript{10,51} Despite the obvious disparity in size, these two materials were chosen for testing as they are the largest gauge variants of absorbable monofilament and braided multifilament suture available in the United States. They are also reported to be the most commonly used suture in closing the equine linea.\textsuperscript{1,30,31} Although not commercially available in the United States, larger gauge suture materials such as 6 USP polyglactin 910 and 7 USP polydioxanone have been reported to display significantly higher breaking strengths than the materials analyzed in this report, it could therefore be assumed that they may provide additional knot security.\textsuperscript{10,24} However, as discussed in the reports investigating these larger gauge suture materials, the increased breaking strength could be at the cost of greater tissue reaction caused by the increased amount of foreign material.\textsuperscript{26} Although this can theoretically be extrapolated direct investigation as to whether this is in fact the case has not been performed.

Aberdeen knots displayed a greater KHC than both surgeon’s and square knots. This finding is in agreement with multiple studies highlighting the improved mechanical properties of the Aberdeen knot in smaller gauge suture.\textsuperscript{28,56,66} Our findings also support the results of previous studies conducted by this laboratory that showed improved knot holding capacity by Aberdeen knots over pattern ending square and surgeon’s knots, and further provide evidence for investigation of these knots in the equine patient.\textsuperscript{27}
The Aberdeen knot is known to be smaller than the more conventional surgeon’s and square knots combinations. As expected, when knots were tied with media exposed suture material their volume was increased when compared to their dry equivalents. The Aberdeen knot impresses as it is able to provide such an improvement in KHC, while being significantly smaller in volume compared to both the surgeon’s and square knots.

**Limitations**

The main limitation of this study is that the materials testing performed was in a single plane of motion and involved a single load-to-failure cycle, which is a limitation for any *in vitro* study of knots using a linear testing model. In the linea alba of a patient recovering from abdominal surgery, the suture and knot would be subjected to tensile forces in multiple planes as well as multiple load cycles. Further work into the creation of a model that better simulates this dynamic, in vivo environment could be used to verify our current in vitro findings. Another limitation of the study is that all of the knots were tied by a single operator. Although this is an advantage as far as consistency of technique is concerned, it is a disadvantage in that any differences found must be extrapolated from the findings to be related to the knots themselves and not the single operator.

In addition, while the four media studied are regularly present in the equine abdominal surgical field, this study only tested each of the media individually. Combining these media or sampling fluid from the surgical field itself may exaggerate the findings of this study and
further reduce the amount of throws needed to construct a secure knot. Further work into the creation of a model that better simulates this dynamic, *in vivo* environment could be used to alleviate this limitation and verify our current in vitro findings.

**Conclusions**

This study concludes that media exposure has a positive effect on the KHC of both surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots. As in smaller suture sizes, large gauge suture square and surgeon’s start knots have a higher knot holding capacity (KHC) than surgeon’s and square end knots, and that knots tied with polyglactin 910 had a higher KHC than knots tied using polydioxanone.

This study provides additional evidence that the Aberdeen knot has a superior KHC, while requiring less suture, than both surgeon’s and square pattern ending knots conventionally used in the equine celiotomy incision.\textsuperscript{27,28,65} Considering the findings of this study, an Aberdeen knot tied using media exposed 3USP polyglactin 910 with 3 throws and 1 turn would be recommended to end a continuous suture pattern, as it produced the largest KHC and smallest volume of all combinations evaluated.

Based on these results, the most suitable knots for a continuous pattern closure of the equine linea alba, when both KHC and knot size are accounted for, are surgeon’s knots using 3 USP polyglactin 910, with 5 throws to start the pattern and an Aberdeen knot tied with 3 throws and 1 turn to end the pattern. These findings support using a smaller start knot than
previously recommended as well as using an Aberdeen knot which is both smaller in size and weight as well as stronger than the previously recommended pattern ending surgeon’s knot tied with 7 throws.\textsuperscript{114}

This encourages further investigation, and supports the possibility of clinical use of the Aberdeen knot in large gauge suture materials for equine surgical incisions. Further \textit{ex vivo} testing of the Aberdeen knot is recommended to verify its properties.
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Appendix

Methods of knot construction

Figure 1.1: Square knot

Figure 1.2: Surgeon’s knot

Figure 1.3: Aberdeen knot
Figure 1.4: The Half-Blood knot from Richey, et al.\textsuperscript{59}

Figure 1.5: The Forwarder knot from Gillen, et al.
Methods of suture/knot evaluation

Figure 2.1 from: Gupta, et al. 70

Depiction of the apparatus which allowed a modified twist test to be used with an Intron materials testing machine.
Figure 2.2 from: Tera, H. et al. TeraAberg

A depiction of the apparatus used to perform knot tensile testing. This apparatus is a demonstration of the “loop” method of suture testing.
A schematic drawing of a specimen loaded between two yarn grips on an Instron materials testing machine. This is a representation of the “single strand” testing method.
Figure 2.4 from: Von Fraunhofer et al.\textsuperscript{52}

A drawing depicting how a suture strand was secured onto the cleat jig. Once secured the jigs were distracted using a Unite-O-Matic FM-20 universal testing machine.
Figure 2.5 from: Schaaf et al.28

A photographic depiction of a knot tied around a polished metal rod with the free end glued between two rubber pads held in the upper grip of an Instron materials testing machine. The picture also shows the custom plastic casing used to catch the knot after failure.
A drawing depicting the experimental method used to perform mechanical testing. The suture loop is passed through the tissue which is held in the upper grip of the Instron testing machine using “U” grips. The lower grip holds a metal rod which the suture loop also passes around.
An image depicting the experimental set up used in this study. The metal rods which the suture was wrapped around are seen above the jaws of the top clamp and below the jaws of the bottom clamp. A knot was placed in the middle of the strand to provide a uniform breaking site.
A photographic image depicting the custom built 20mm diameter split circular jaw mounted in the materials testing machine.
A diagram of the experimental apparatus used for measuring bursting pressure of the linea alba. The dotted line represents the polyurethane bladder within the abdomen. Air was pumped into the bladder through a flow meter regulated air compressor. A transducer then measured abdominal pressure which was displayed digitally. A nylon strap was used to prevent herniation of the abdominal contents into the retroperitoneal and inguinal regions.
Figures from Materials and Methods

Figure 3.1

The INSTRON Universal testing machine used in this study to test knots exposed to biologic media. The red arrows indicate the upper and lower testing grips. The blue arrow indicates the suture on the testing apparatus.
Testing protocol for surgeon’s and square knots where schematic A shows how start surgeon’s and square knots were placed on the testing apparatus, and schematic B shows how end surgeon’s and square knots were tested.
Diagram depicting the method used to tie an Aberdeen knot. A loop is formed in the working end of the suture (A). A loop made from the working end of the suture is then passed through this loop (B). This is considered a throw, and can be repeated at the surgeon’s discretion. The knot is finished and secured by passing the working end of the suture through the last the loop (C), this is called the “turn.”
**Graphs**

Figure 4.1

Box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on start and end, surgeon’s and square knots. Overall, knots tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910 had a higher KHC than knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone (P<0.0001). When knots were tied with 3 USP polyglactin 910, the start knots had a significantly higher KHC than end knots (P<0.0001). All knots, apart from end knots tied with 2 USP polydioxanone (P=0.1), tied with media exposed suture showed an improved KHC when compared with knots tied in dry conditions (P<0.0008). Box plots marked with an astrix were identified to have a significantly lower KHC (P<0.05) when compared to other knots within their category (*)
Bar chart showing the effect of media exposure on weight of surgeon’s and square, start and end knots tied with 2USP Polydioxanone and 3USP Polyglactin 910. Overall, end knots were significantly heavier than start knots (P<0.0001) and surgeon’s knots were significantly heavier than square knots (P<0.006). Knot weight varied with media exposure although knots tied with suture exposed to equine abdominal fat tended to be heavier than knots tied in dry conditions.
A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of surgeon’s, square and Aberdeen knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with suture exposed to either Normosol, 1% CMC, equine serum and equine abdominal fat. No significant differences in KHC were identified among the knots tied with suture exposed to any of the 4 media (P<0.0001). No significant difference in KHC was identified between the data groups represented by the grey box plots within each bracket and labelled with an asterisk (*)
A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of surgeon’s knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910 with 5, 6, 7 or 8 throws. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with suture exposed to media. Boxplots annotated with different letters within each suture material, indicate groups that are statistically different (p≤0.05).
Figure 4.5

A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of square knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910 with 5, 6, 7 or 8 throws. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with suture exposed to media. Boxplots annotated with different letters within each suture material, indicate groups that are statistically different (p≤0.05).
A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of Aberdeen knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910 with 3, 4, 5 or 6 throws each with 1 turn. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with suture exposed to media. Boxplots annotated with different letters indicate groups that are statistically different (p≤0.05).
A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of suture material on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of square, surgeon’s and Aberdeen knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP Polyglactin 910 exposed to 1 of the 4 media studied. The white box plots represent knots tied with 2USP Polydioxanone. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with 3USP Polyglactin 910. Boxplots annotated with different letters indicate groups that are statistically different (p≤0.05).
A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on the knot holding capacity (KHC) of square, surgeon’s and Aberdeen knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent the knots tied with suture exposed to media. Boxplots annotated with different letters indicate groups that are statistically different (p ≤ 0.05).
Figure 4.9

A box plot (median, 25% and 75% quartiles and range) showing the effect of media exposure on knot volume of square, surgeon’s and Aberdeen knots tied with either 2 USP polydioxanone or 3 USP polyglactin 910. The white box plots represent knots tied with dry suture. The grey box plots represent knots tied with media exposed suture. Media exposed knots were always significantly larger than their dry equivalents (P<0.039). A significant increase in the media exposed variant’s knot volume when compared to its dry variant volume is represented by an asterisk (*).